PROGRAMS

YERBA
BUENA

All programs will be online Zoom presentations. Registration information will be on our website, in
our alerts, and on Eventbrite and Meetup.

September 3, THURSDAY 7:30 pm
NO PROGRAM in December
Restoring Urban Nature: A 21st Century Necessity
Speaker: Jonathan Young
Zoom reservations required:
https://cnps-org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_X6pV3EBGR3mASMkwSVp16A
The global human population is increasingly more urban than rural. Traditional urban development
notoriously changed the natural landscape in many ways resulting in the reduction and/or loss of the
natural environment. Contemporary science has been showing the importance of healthy environments
in terms of human benefits, such as clean water and improved mental health. The conservation of
nature was traditionally viewed as remote from these urban centers out of sight, out of mind, with
st
THE YERBA BUENA only the privileged few able to visit distant nature. Restoring and conserving urban nature is a 21 concept intended to bridge the disconnect of people and the natural world, improve quality
CHAPTER OF THE century
of life for local residents, and bring conservation action and education to these peoples in the hopes of
C A L I F O R N I A fostering a more environmentally literate community while instilling a deeper sense of place. This talk
N A T I V E P L A N T will focus on these ideas through the lens of wildlife in San Franciscos Presidio national park.
S O C I E T Y F O R Jonathan Young is the wildlife ecologist for the Presidio national park. He started at the Presidio as a
SA N F R A N C I S C O volunteer habitat steward, working his way through several Presidio natural resources internships while
his MA studying urban amphibian conservation and disease ecology. Upon completion of
A N D N O RT H E R N completing
his studies he was hired by the Presidio Trust as their first wildlife ecologist. Since then he has been
SAN MATEO COUNTY developing the Presidios wildlife program, which includes surveying, monitoring, managing, and
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September 2020 restoring the diversity of animals found in the park.
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October 1, THURSDAY 7:30 pm
Californias Climate Refugia: Mapping the Stable Places
Speaker: Jim Thorne
As climate change intensifies, some landscapes will be able to hold their own with existing vegetation
able to buffer the impacts. Identifying and mapping these areas of relative stability mark a path toward
conserving them and the habitat and services they provide to wildlife and humans. Jim Thorne is the
lead author of a recent study that maps these places. The study found that about 15 percent of natural
lands in California serve as vegetation refugia for the states plants, including trees, shrubs, annuals
and perennials. This mapping approach can help natural resource managers prioritize and plan climateadaptive management efforts, such as wildlife habitat conservation and post-wildfire restoration.
Jim Thorne is a research scientist with the UC Davis Department of Environmental Science and Policy.
He is a graduate from the University of California system, and has focused most of his work around
applied conservation questions in California. He has worked in most of the states ecoregions over a
career spanning 35 years.

November 5, THURSDAY 7:30 pm
Mycorrhizae: The Mutualistic (usually) Relationship
Between Fungi and Plants
Speaker: J.R. Blair
Most plants, about 90% of all species, maintain a symbiotic
relationship with fungi at the roots. Those relationships
are called mycorrhizae and are usually mutualistic; that
is, both members of the relationship benefit, although
there are exceptions to that rule. J.R. Blair will introduce
the mycorrhizal relationship, discuss the benefits that the
plant and fungal partner receive, and present the various
types found in nature. He will also talk about some of the
more recent scientific revelations of this fascinating
biological phenomenon.
J.R. Blairs active interest in mycology began with his MS
at SFSU in 1999. Since then he has been an active member
of the Mycological Society of San Francisco, serving a twoyear term as President and Fungus Fair chairperson for
five years. He has taught mushroom identification
workshops for mycological societies and outdoor education
programs for many years. Currently he is a lecturer of
biology at SFSU and is the director of the Universitys
Sierra Nevada Field Campus.

Cuphophyllus sp at Big Basin
Redwoods State Park

NO FIELD TRIPS
We have cancelled all field trips as a preventative measure during the pandemic but hope to resume the field trips once it is
safe to proceed. Please check the website or our next newsletter for updated information.

ACTIVITIES
BIODIVERSITY DAY 2020:
MT. DAVIDSON BIOBLITZ
September 5, SATURDAY
Dawn to dusk
Leader: Your spirit of
adventure (self-led)
September 5th, 2020 marks the
second annual celebration of
California Biodiversity Day, an
annual event created to celebrate
the states exceptional biodiversity.
As a day to encourage everyone
to go out and explore nature, the
Yerba Buena Chapter will be partnering with the California Academy
of Sciences to participate in a bioblitz on Mount Davidson.
California is not only the nations most populous state, it is home to
more diverse species and ecosystems than anywhere in the U.S. Our
biodiversity is tragically disappearing, though, at one of the highest
rates. Direct action by all Californians, such as participating in bioblitzes,
can help reverse this trend.
Bioblitzes are events that allow you and other citizen scientists to
collect information about the biodiversity in a given area to help
conserve species. Anyone can be a citizen scientist with the right tools.
To take part in the bioblitz, download the iNaturalist app on your
smart device and record the plants, insects, and wildlife you see on
the mountain. Due to the pandemic, there will be no leaders, groups
or teams, so use your pioneering sense of adventure to guide you in
a properly socially distanced manner.
In addition, the state of California and other organizations will be
holding events from the 5th to the 13th. Visit this website for more
info: https://resources.ca.gov. If you have questions about the Mount
Davidson Bioblitz, contact Bob Hall at
yerba.buena.cnps.chapter@gmail.com. On Biodiversity Day, Bob
will be on the Mountain from 9 am to 2 pm wearing a CNPS baseball
cap, if you want to ask him questions then.
SHADE GARDENING WITH CALIFORNIA NATIVE PLANTS
September 26, SATURDAY 1 pm
Speaker: Susan Karasoff
San Francisco Public Library webinar
Susan Karoff will teach you how to garden successfully in San Francisco
using our local California native plants to benefit yourself and our
local ecosystems. San Francisco native plants evolved to adapt to our
local soils and climate, including many plants that thrive in shade
because they evolved as understory plants beneath taller plants. Susan
will discuss colorful and edible plants that thrive in shade in San
Francisco, including shallow rooted plants suitable for pots.
Susan Karasoff gardens in San Francisco where she grows a buffet of
native edible and pollinator plants in clay soil. She brings an aerospace
systems engineering approach to building resilient local ecosystems
and an only the easiest plants survive approach to gardening. She is
a member of the CNPS -YB Chapter.
Reservations on Zoom required:
https://bit.ly/CANativePlant9-26-20

Aesculus californica California buckeye
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ANNUALS FOR NATIVE BEES
by Mary Beth James-Thibodeaux
Every spring online native plant discussion groups are filled with
requests for identification of newly emerging plants. Gardeners are
concerned that these annuals are not native and that they should be
removed before they spread; yet these annuals, native or not, are
popping up because they were pollinated last season by native bees
and will provision this years generation of native bees. From the
beloved bumble bee to the ant-sized furrow bees, these many species
even do an excellent job of pollinating our agricultural crops, often
better than the commercially supplied European honey bees. Native
plant gardeners can supply enough native annuals to make the nonnative
weeds unnecessary and help build a robust population of native bees.
Bee food can be sparse to non-existent in the tidy lawns and manicured
bushes in urban and suburban gardens. In fact, the situation is so dire
that Xerces, the society for invertebrate conservation, suggests that
in the absence of blooming plants we leave dandelions in lawns to
support emerging bumble bee queens.1 Bees and annuals evolved
together; their twinned emergence is no accident. Spring is when
most native bee queens come out of hibernation and thus when the
need for native annuals is the greatest. The disparaged dandelions and
hairy bittercress are late arrivals and persistent survivors of what was
once a rich carpet of native spring wildflowers that these bees depended
upon, and incidentally, that enthusiasts travel miles to view.
As native plant gardeners we can put those native annuals back into
our gardens and create our own miniature wildflower displays. If you
are planting annuals for bees you will need a patch large enough to
attract them, at least a meter square, and you may have to wait a few
years for the bees to discover you.
The best annuals are those that are native to your patch of soil. An
obvious choice is our local California poppy, which enthusiastically
pops up even in pavement cracks. It is beloved by bumble bees and
all sizes of carpenter bees. Another favorite of generalist bees is the

dry shade loving miners lettuce, Claytonia perfoliata. You can share
the resources of this enthusiastic reseeder by eating it in salads. The
phacelias are another enthusiastic reseeder; my favorite in this genus,
and the favorite of the bees in my yard, is the stinging phacelia, Phacelia
malvifolia. Gilia capitata is another generous reseeder although not as
enthusiastic as the other three.
There are shyer annuals that suffer amongst the more aggressive
reseeders; in the wild they would live on poorer soils. (Note this
means no fertilizers.) You might have to thin your wildflower patch
assiduously to give them a chance to reseed. Best is to seed them
among bunch grasses. This group includes cream cups, Platystemon
californicus; the Collinsia genus, the best known of which is Chinese
houses; the clarkias, many of which are native to San Francisco; and
the tarweeds, genus Madia and Deinandra, tiny sticky daisies. A lovely
natural combination is the tiny Lupinus bicolor and goldfields, Lasthenia
californica. A couple of thistles can be also be considered: the charming
low-growing brownie thistle, Cirsium quercetorum, very popular with
many bees, and the stunning Venus thistle, C. occidentale var. venustum.
For damp meadows consider meadow foam, Limnanthes douglasii, and
seep monkey flower, Erythranthe guttate. And dont forget the annual
sunflower, Helianthus annuus, for the specialist long-horned bees. If
you plant the Sunshine Queen variety you can count bees for
Gretchen LeBuhns Great Sunflower Project; dont be surprised to
see squirrel thieves dragging off the seed head.

DESTRUCTIVE WEEDS: RADISH AND MUSTARD
by Jake Sigg

it enters the ground; when you pull on the plant it breaks at a kink,
which leaves a piece of stem from which it can regrow. Thats why
its important to pull with both hands at soil level to be sure to extract
the entire root.
Founder effect: There is an anomalous amount of genetic variation,
sometimes in one capsule. An 8-seeded pod could have 9 parents;
over 85% of a single capsule could have different fathers. All that
diversity in one pod is a survival advantage. More fathers means
larger seeds, better opportunities to germinate, grow, reproduce,
and alas, colonize.

Mail order seed and plant sources:
Annie's Annuals in Richmond, California
Larner Seed Company in Bolinas, California
Seedhunt in the Pajaro Valley, California
1

Five Ways to Support Queen Bumble Bees this Spring, by Katie
Lamke and Rich Hatfield, www.xerxes.org March 13, 2020.

There are reasons why radish and mustard are so invasive: in addition
to adaptive advantages, they do not rely on fungi. The roots of most
land plants of the world have formed a mutual relationship with fungal
partners. The fungal mycelia thread through soil and are very efficient
at finding moisture and mineralsmore efficient than roots are. The
mycelia transfer these to the roots. In return, the plant gives it
photosynthates (starches and sugars), which fungi need but are unable
to produce.
Most of the large Mustard family developed without forming a mutual
relationship with fungi. That is why weedy plants of that family can
be especially problematic. In areas where spring mustard (Brassica
rapa) and wild radish (Raphanus sativa) take over, the fungal mycelia
(mycorrhizae) die of starvation as there are no plants to feed them.
Since most plants have come to depend on the fungus to thrive, they
are unable to compete with the mustard or radish, which has a
monopoly on that piece of land henceforth. That is why land managers
have learned to be wary of them. Dont let these plants proliferate.
Once they become the dominant plant the land becomes useless for
other plants; it is as though the soil was sterilized.
Radish and mustard have several other adaptive advantages. The light
seed capsules disperse widely, floating in water and blown by wind.
Along the coast, the seeds are sometimes able to germinate and grow
in fog. Growing in the cool moist air they sprawl over other plants,
smothering them. Even the stem and root get into the act: There
are a couple of kinks in the stem immediately above the point where

photo: Margo Bors

Radishes and mustard: Invasive radish and mustard
in Glen Canyon along OShaughnessy Blvd.
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FOCUS ON RARITIES
Hydrocotyle  The Marsh-Pennyworts
by Michael Wood
There is an interesting group of aquatic plants
known as the marsh-pennyworts. These
denizens of the margins of freshwater lakes,
ponds and slow-moving streams have fleshy,
simple leaves with scalloped margins.
California is host to three indigenous species,
two of which can still be found in San
Francisco. A member of the ginseng family
(Araliaceae), the marsh-pennyworts occur on
both sides of the equator.
You might be asking yourself, wasnt this
genus in the carrot family? It was an umbel
when I was first introduced to it and I was
surprised to learn recently that it had been
reassigned. Well, the evolutionary history and
relationships of members of the ginseng and
carrot families (Apiaceae) have long been
problematic. And the marsh-pennyworts
belong to one of two genera assigned to the
subfamily Hydrocotyloideae, which until the
late 1990s was placed in the Apiaceae. At that
time, based on analysis of a specific chloroplast
gene, the entire subfamily was moved to the
Araliaceae (Plunkett, et al., 1997).
The ginseng family consists of perennial herbs,
shrubs, trees and vines belonging to 47 genera
with 1350 species, with its greatest diversity
occurring in the tropics and subtropics.
Members of the family are characterized by
having large, alternate simple or compound
leaves. Flowers are bisexual, with five petals
and arranged in umbels. Fruits are berries. If
you have ever pulled out vines of English or
Algerian ivy (Hedera helix, H. canariensis),
members of the same family, you no doubt
noticed a distinctive odor reminiscent of carrot
leaves. Both families produce sap containing
aromatic ethereal oils. The family is distributed
in North, Central, and South America, Eurasia,
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, New
Caledonia, and Pacific islands.
Some economically important members of
the Araliaceae include the medicinal plant
ginseng (Panax ginseng) and ornamentals in
the genera Aralia, Fatsia, Hedera, Polyscias, and
Schefflera. My wife and I became quite familiar
with some of these while exploring New
Zealand late last year, where we saw the
indigenous Schefflera digitata and several native
members of the genera Hydrocotyle and
Pseudopanax growing in their natural settings.
(At our current base in Kailua, Oahu we have
explored a forest of the all-too-familiar house

This is the 100th article since Mike Wood started this column in
September 1994. Read a tribute on page 5.
plant Queensland umbrella tree (Schefflera
actinophylla), regarded as an invasive species
on the islands.)
The Araliaceae is poorly represented in the
California flora with just four species in two
genera. These are California elk clover (Aralia
californica) and three native species of marshpennywort (Hydrocotyle ranunculoides, H.
umbellata and H. verticillata). The genus
Hydrocotyle1 consists of about 100 species with
a worldwide distribution. Members of the
genus are characterized as creeping perennial
herbs, spreading by rhizomes or stems that
root at the nodes. They are typically aquatic
or semi-aquatic, forming dense mats. Leaves
are simple, kidney-shaped to round and with
scalloped edges. Flowers are diminutive, fivepetaled and white, developing in simple
umbels.
As mentioned above, two species of marshpennywort are indigenous to San Francisco
and both are thought to still be present.
Floating marsh-pennywort (H. ranunculoides)
occurs below 5,000 feet in elevation from
San Diego to Humboldt counties along the
coast and in the Central Valley from Kern to
Tehama counties. Beyond California, it occurs
to eastern North America and South America.
Floating marsh-pennywort is distinguished by
its deeply lobed, round-to-kidney shaped
leaves with a petiole attached at the leaf edge
(in other words, not peltate). Flowering occurs
March-August. A collection of floating marshpennywort was made by Alice Eastwood at
Mountain Lake in 1890; this population is
believed extirpated. It was also reported
historically from Pine Lake, Lake Merced,
Golden Gate Park, and a swamp north of
McLaren Park (Howell, et al.) The species is
thought to still be present at Lake Merced
and Mallard Lake2 in Golden Gate Park. I
would love to have its presence confirmed.
Floating marsh-pennywort has no statewide
status as a rare species. However, it is
considered by our chapter of CNPS to be
locally significant, with a ranking of A2 (Wood,
2015). This ranking means that impacts to the
species resulting from development or
management activities should be assessed
pursuant to the guidelines of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Our second member of the genus is whorled
marsh-pennywort (H. verticillata). This species
occurs below 4,600 feet in elevation from
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San Diego to Sonoma counties along the coast,
in the Central Valley and foothills of the Sierra
Nevada, and into the deserts of Imperial, San
Bernardino, and Inyo counties. Beyond
California, it ranges to eastern North America
and South America. Interestingly, given my
current geographical location, it has been
naturalized in Hawaii at least since 1871
(Wagner, et al., 1999), having undoubtedly
arrived with California cattle first delivered
to the islands by English Captain George
Vancouver in 17933. Whorled marshpennywort is distinguished by having round,
shallowly lobed, peltate leaves (petioles
attached at the middle of the blade), and sessile
inflorescences. Flowering occurs AprilSeptember. The species was collected by
Herbert Mason at Lake Merced in 1928,
where it is believed extant. It has also been
recorded historically from Mountain Lake and
Sutro Heights (Howell, et al.) Whorled marshpennywort has no statewide status as a rare
species, but it is regarded as locally significant,
with a ranking of A2; impacts should be
assessed pursuant to CEQA.
By my rough calculations, at least 36 native
aquatic plants have been lost to development
in San Francisco. I find the presence of any
such species in our few remaining freshwater
wetlands of particular interest and a testament
to the tenacity of the botanical inhabitants
that were here before the Europeans arrived.
I would like to encourage anyone with the
interest to carefully explore the shorelines of
our freshwater marshes. And by all means,
please share your observations with me.
1. The name Hydrocotyle is derived from the Greek words for water
cup.
2. Our intrepid Libby Ingalls, Chair of our Newsletter Committee, just
inspected Mallard Lake to look for this plant and was unable to locate
it. It may have been lost at this location.
3. For a fascinating history of the introduction of cattle to Hawaii and
California and its ecological and cultural impacts, see Cattle Colonialism
by John Ryan Fischer.
Literature Cited
Howell, J.T., P.H. Raven, and P. Rubtzoff. 1958. A Flora of San Francisco,
California. Univ. of San Francisco. 157 pp.
Plunkett, G.M., D.E. Soltis, and P.S. Soltis. 1997. Clarification of the
Relationship between Apiaceae and Araliaceae based on MATK and RBCL
Sequence Data. Am. J. Bot. 84(4): 565-580. Available online at
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2446032?seq=1
Wagner, W.L., D.R. Herbst, and S.H. Sohmer. 1999. Manual of the
Flowering Plants of Hawai'i.
University of Hawaii Press: Bishop Museum Press. Bernice P.Bishop
Museum special publication 97.
Wood, M. 2015. Locally Significant Plant Species of San Francisco County.
First ed. July 4. Available online at http://cnpsyerbabuena.org/exploring/locally-significant/

Hydrocotyle ranunculoides
floating marsh-pennywort

His first column was on San Francisco lessingia, and over the years he
has written about most aspects of our local flora, from showier species
An Appreciation of Mike Wood
such as western columbine, yellow mariposa lily, and silk tassel bush,
by Randy Zebell
to more diminutive members such as quillworts, spine flower, and
bryophytes. He has eloquently described our local ecology, from dune
th
Mike Wood just wrote his 100 Focus on Rarities
scrub to salt marsh, and thoughtfully addressed
column for the Yerba Buena News. For 26 years
a wide variety of issues, including CEQA and
Mike has been sharing his prodigious botanical
the broader topics of endemism and rarity itself.
knowledge with our members, be it from the
His writing never fails to entertain and inform,
comfort of his personal library or from a camper
and his enthusiasm and excitement for his subject
off in the wilds, always with fascinating stories.
continue to shine through, even after 100
Mike is now writing from a cottage in Kailua,
articles.
Oahu, taking a 5-month breather from two years
of travel. He sold his biological consulting
Mike has also created several plant lists for our
business in 2018, rented his Walnut Creek house,
chapter, equally monumental, including locally
and left with his wife Birgit to see the world and
significant plants, rare plants, and checklists for
its botanical marvels. Starting in Europe, they
58 of San Franciscos natural areas. These lists,
explored Provence, the Canary Islands, Italian
like his columns, were a labor of love, and have
Dolomites, and Bavarian Alps, before traveling
been extremely valuable in the Chapters work.
on to South Africa, Namibia, and Botswana, and
Mike has recently been making major revisions
finally east to Japan, New Zealand, and Hawaii.
to his annotated checklist, including updating
They are now thinking about what comes next.
the nomenclature of more than 1,000 names.
He has always been more than up to the task,
I met Mike in the late 1980s at San Francisco
whatever it be. Hes the kind of guy who spends
State University, he in the ecology masters
his down time building outdoor showers and
program and I a botany undergrad; we soon
maintaining and running a kids summer camp.
became friends. In 1994, having received my
He once told me Excel is my video game. I play
MA and wanting to do something meaningful
it every day. How lucky for us that Mike chose
Mike Wood exploring the red dunes of
with my botany/conservation degree, I joined
to focus his combined passions of botany, hard
the CNPS board as Rare Plant Co-chair. Mike
Sossusvlei, Namibia, 2019
work, and video games on our Yerba Buena
was the Publications Co-chair, and that year he
Chapter.
launched his Focus on Rarities column in the September issue.
Congratulations, Mike, on your 100th column, and thanks so much
Twenty-six years on, Mike is still involved with our Yerba Buena
for enlivening and educating us on the bounty and local diversity that
Chapter and still diligently and creatively writing Focus on Rarities.
surround us.

FOCUS ON RARITIES TURNS 100!

CNPS COMMITMENT TO INCLUSIVITY
These words were written by Liv OKeeffe, CNPS Senior Director of Communications and
Engagement. We at the Yerba Buena Chapter thought them so important that they are reproduced
here:
In this historic  even revolutionary  time theres much we need to learn, but
there are also things we know and hold true as part of our native plant mission:
· Every person on this planet is part of nature and deserves to feel that connection.
· We are a California organization that celebrates the diversity of our plants  and
our people.
· We need the diversity of all Californians to accomplish our mission.
· If there are obstacles to that, weve got to address them.
· Because it needs to be said, for so many reasons: Black Lives Matter.
· The demographic makeup of CNPS and the environmental community as a whole
doesnt mirror the diversity of Californias people. We are committed to changing
that.
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not uncommon to see giant versions of generally small plants after a
fire, given the added minerals, particularly phosphorus, which fires
create.
One thing that makes life more interesting is learning new things,
especially when that lesson flies in the face of generally accepted
theories. We associate super blooms with extremely wet years; however
this years rainfall totals (15.59) were about half of last years (29.68).
This year had 6 more days of precipitation and had 13 more days (73
vs. 60) and 0.54 more inches of moisture from fog. Thats important
for those plants that practice foliar uptake, taking in moisture through
their stomata. Maybe that was the reason why farewell-to-spring
(Clarkia rubicunda) bloomed just as profusely this year as last year. In
vain, we ask those questions for which there are no answers. Mother
Nature throws us curveballs, sliders and high heat and we just keep
swinging and missing.
Breaking news from the lower Colma Creek Bridge on the Bog Trail:
About five years ago a patch of false lily-of the-valley (Maianthemum
dilatatum) established itself at the foot of the bridge. A more mature
patch has existed for decades about 15 feet away and this year it
produced seven blooming spikes, up from one last year. The newer
patch finally had its first spike this year. This species is fascinating
because it typically produces crowded carpets of heart to kidneyshaped leaves with long petioles. In a few rare cases a leaf petiole will
produce a second stem, a peduncle, with a slightly smaller terminal
leaf. Just below that leafs base a pedicel with a small terminal leaflike bract produces a flowering spike. The structure of the flowering
plant is intricate and complicated but very beautiful. The other good
news is that on the other side of the bridge a renaissance is taking
place. Last year at about this time the bridge was mostly rebuilt with
some added construction. A drainage ditch was dug and in the process
several low clubrush plants (Isolepis cernua) and fragile ferns (Cystopteris
fragilis) were destroyed. They are coming back and with a little luck,
a lot of weeding, and care they will reestablish themselves.
It is quite invigorating to spend a few hours on a sand dune that is
80,000-125,000 years old, especially when it is two miles inland. A
few Yerba Buenos snuck out to the Daly City Dunes on the first
Saturday in June festooned with face masks and social distancing to
catch a glimpse of the wildflower show. Of special interest were four
species in the Evening Primrose family in the genera of Camissonia and
Camissoniopsis (local rarities), and blue beach lupine (L. chamissonis).
Camissonia, Camissoniopsis and chamissonis are all derivatives of the last
name of Adelbert von Chamisso, a German
naturalist who along with
Johann Friedrich

DOUGS MOUNTAIN JOURNAL
A Chronicle of Natural History on San Bruno Mountain
by Doug Allshouse
And so it was declared, that on Monday, May 4, 2020 the park would reopen
after 37 days of darkness, and Mountain magic would finally be unleashed.
A ranger descended from the summit with a tablet of new commandments and
affixed them to the chain-link fence by the Crocker Avenue gate for all the
visitors to see and obey. And they did, and the spirit of the Mountain rejoiced
once again.
Okay, it is a bit melodramatic, but I confess to a bit of rote boredom
doing laps on Crocker Avenue and looking at the orange plastic fencing
across the park gate with the subtle messageKEEP OUT. The only
education I got in those 37 days was the knowledge that four vehicles
parked on Crocker were housing overnight Uber/Lift drivers and
homeless people. I was ecstatic to get back to the wilderness.
One important reason why I was so happy to get back onto the
Mountain was to finally start work on eradicating an invasive plant
that required an approved Site Activity Review, and it was suspended
during the closure. SARs are mandatory when dealing with an active
Habitat Conservation Plan. It all started in May 2019 during the annual
SBM Natural Resources Management Committee field day during a
visit to the reintroduction site of the Bay Checkerspot butterfly. While
we were standing on the Ridge Road listening to what had been
accomplished, I looked down and found a patch of narrow-leaved
clover (Trifolium angustifolium). It was too late in the season to pull the
plants so I applied for a SAR in early March 2020 and waited for
approval. Less than a week after approval the park closed.
On May 5 I went out on the Ridge Road and began pulling the clover.
Due to the cold, skimpy rainy season the clover was weeks behind last
years crop. On May 19 I returned and with the help of Dr. Stu Weiss
of Creekside Science we pulled well over 3,000 clover plants and
fistfuls of rattlesnake grass (Briza maxima). We retired to the shelter
of a bluff at the top of Army Road, a PG&E access road, to eat lunch
and shared our space with a few Callippe Silverspots. Then we headed
to East Powerline where we checked out the area that burned last
October. One of the projects that Creekside completed was planting
multiple sites of summer lupine (Lupinus formosus) a key larval host
plant of the Mission Blue butterfly. He was very happy to see newly
germinated plants in those sites. Along the way we discovered some
unusually robust native brownie thistles (Cirsium
quercetorum). Generally about 10-15
cm tall, these plants were
a humongous 2530 cm tall.
It is

(JOURNAL continued on page 8)

Eriophyllum staechadifolium,
lizard tail, growing up through
Toxicodendron diversilobum,
poison oak
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BOARD MEETINGS /OFFICERS & CONTACTS

CHAPTER NEWS

Board meetings are held on the second Monday of each month at 7
pm, on Zoom while we shelter-in-place. People interested in the
work of the chapter are welcome to attend as a guest of any board
member. Email us at yerba.buena.cnps.chapter@gmail.com for more
information.

GET YOUR BIODIVERSE-A-TEE
The Yerba Buena Chapter is attempting
to re-wild the San Francisco Bay Area and
make it more biodiverse. You can show
your support by ordering a t-shirt. More than making a fashion
statement, your purchase will show you care about conserving native
plant habitat and restoring balance to a frantic urban environment.
The money will help us buy plants for projects like Sunset Boulevard
and print butterfly handouts and planting guides for sidewalk and
backyard gardens. We also will be able to offer enlightening online
presentations by prominent conservationists, and to present events
such as our virtual garden tour. Different styles and colors and can
be ordered at https://www.bonfire.com/bloom-bay-area/ .

President
Eddie Bartley
eddie@naturetrip.com
Vice President
Position vacant
Past President
Gerry Knezevich
gruicaknez@yahoo.com
Treasurer
Bob Hall
bilgepump100@sbcglobal.net
Secretary
Rowena Forest
rowena.kyra@gmail.com
Chapter Council Delegate
Paul Bouscal
bouscalp@yahoo.com
Conservation Chair
Jake Sigg 415-731-3028
jakesigg@earthlink.net
San Mateo County
Conservation
Mike Vasey 650-359-7034
mvasey@sfsu.edu
Education Coordinator
Position vacant
Field Trips Chair
Noreen Weeden
noreen@naturetrip.com
Field Trips Coordinator
Hannah Tokuno
hannahetokuno@gmail.com
Garden Tour
Coordinator needed
Horticulture Chair
Elliot Goliger
elliot@artisanslandscape.com
Hospitality Coordinators
Positions vacant
Invasive Exotics
Mark Heath 415-235-0987
mark@shelterbeltbuilders.com
Legislation/CEQA, EIRs
Linda Shaffer
ljshaffer1@comcast.net
Lepidopterist
Liam OBrien 415-863-1212
liammail56@yahoo.com

Candidates for 2020 Chapter Election
President  Eddie Bartley
Vice President  Paul Bouscal
Secretary  Sophie Constantinou
Treasurer  Bob Hall
The election will be held at the Oct. 1st (virtual)
member meeting. Voting instructions using Zoom
features will be given at that time.
NEW VOLUNTEERS SHINE IN THE SUMMER
Your chapter can always use a helping hand and was fortunate to find
three at once (so is that six?). An ad placed on the Idealist website
by Volunteer Chair Beth Cataldo yielded three skilled volunteers
willing to take on a variety of tasks. This terrific trio took time this
summer to help us out with social media, graphic design and video
documentation. Meet them all.
Layla Lee
Layla comes to us after graduating from San
Francisco State University. Shes a multitasking
machine, putting in hours at her regular job and
taking time out to create informative Instagram
and Facebook posts. Shes practical, smart and
always a step ahead, making complex topics and
confusing instructions seem like no big deal.
Qiting Cai
Qiting Tina Cai, a SoCal resident, just finished
her sophomore year across the country at
Middlebury College. She has been active in a
variety of environmental issues, including climate
change, and offered to help us with our
collaborative project with Golden Gate
Audubon, Native Plants for Birds. Tina has a
keen design eye and is creative and quick. In a
very short time she was able to make charts and
photographs look like works of art.
Joongyoun Kim
Joongyoun Julian Kim, from South Korea, is a recent graduate of
San Francisco State University, with a major in cinema. He was just
the person we were looking for to document our habitat restoration
projects. He loves the idea of conserving and restoring our natural
areas and is inspired to be working with people full of passion. Thus
far he has filmed projects at Lake Merced, Pacifica bluffs, and Herons
Head, and interviews with restoration leaders. The goal is to create
a documentary on the past, present and future of the Citys natural
areas and the YB Chapters involvement in their conservation.

Membership Records
Eddie Bartley
eddie@naturetrip.com
Newsletter Design & Layout
Kipp McMichael 510-759-3178
kimcmich@hotmail.com
Newsletter Chair
Libby Ingalls 415-346-9672
libbyingalls@igc.org
Outreach Chair
Susan Karasoff
bozo at saturn5 dot org
Photo Documentation
Margo Bors 415-824-0471
mcbors@comcast.net
Greg Gaar 415-584-8985
dunetansy@yahoo.com
Plant Sale Chair
Eddie Bartley
eddie@naturetrip.com
Programs Chair
Jake Sigg 415-731-3028
jakesigg@earthlink.net
Publicity
Bob Hall
bilgepump100@sbcglobal.net
Rare Plants Co-Chair
Peter Brastow
brastow@natureinthecity.org
Rare Plants Co-Chair
Michael Wood
mikeofftraveling@gmail.com
Rare Plants Chair
San Mateo County
David Nelson 415-925-0501
nelsondl@pacbell.net
San Bruno Mountain Chair
Doug Allshouse 415-269-9967
dougsr228@comcast.net
Technology Co-Chairs
Eddie Bartley
eddie@naturetrip.com
Noreen Weeden
noreen@naturetrip.com
Volunteer Chair
Beth Cataldo
b.cataldo@gmail.com

GIVE DUDLEYAS A HAPPY ENDING
Become a new member and get a free
Dudleya. Or, donate $5 or more and get one.
Our Dudleya is a little plant with a big story.
Its a story of love, greed, theft and, we hope,
redemption. People from other countries
love our Dudleyas so much they poach them
from the wilds. In 2018, California Department of Fish and Wildlife
intercepted Dudleya farinosa poachers in both
Mendocino and Humboldt counties. Some plants
were returned to the wild with the help of CNPS.
Others were lost forever. Instead of keeping these
beauties special, exclusive and pricey, we're turning
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(CHAPTER NEWS continued on page 8)

the poison oaks bright red leaves with a glorious splash of electric
golden yellow, a nature photographers dream.
This was a good year for Swainsons Thrush around Fog Forest and the
Bog. A plethora of ethereal songs in spring titillated my ears, as the
songs of most thrushes generally do. I heard a lot of calls from adults
hidden deep in the willows surrounding Colma Creek. Trying to see
one in the maze of branches and leaves is a task for the truly insane,
but every once in a great while, dumb luck wins out. As I was walking
away from the upper Colma Creek Bridge a first-year thrush was
perched on a willow branch at the trails edge long enough for me to
get my binoculars on it. Adult Swainsons are extremely secretive and
not as mellow as the Hermit Thrush is in the fall and winter.
This has been a most unusual sunny and mild July so far. With the
exception of July 10th there had been no fog or drizzle until the 20th22nd, with the sun appearing by late morning. The only exception was
a miserably foggy 21st, a preview of our true summer up here, high
on the Guadalupe Hills. The one truth I have learned in the 42 years
of living up here is that the nicer it is in July or August the nastier it
will be in September. You will have to wait until the autumn edition
to see if my hunch comes true.
See you on the mountain...

MOUNTAIN JOURNAL (continued)
Eschscholtz was part of the Kotzebue expedition aboard the Russian
ship Rurik, which visited the SF Bay in 1816. The real stars were two
rare and endangered herbs, San Francisco spineflower and SF lessingia.
The spineflower was blooming in large carpet-like communities and
the lessingia was just beginning to bloom. A visit to the dunes in midJuly provided a splashy show of thousands of tiny yellow flowers.
Across Colma Canyon lies Boneyard Quarry, which was awash with
splashes of bright pink farewell-to-spring blooming in the scree. This
steep rock-studded landscape is also home to mass blooms of SF
collinsia, California gilia, and stonecrop (Sedum), the larval host plant
of the endangered San Bruno Elfin butterfly.
From late June through July, poison oak starts losing moisture and
that stress causes the plant to draw down its chlorophyll resulting in
a riotous display of color in wild ranges of red. Im sure that I mention
this every year but, quite frankly, I am smitten with this diverse woody
bush. I have photographed this plant along with creek dogwood more
than any other plants on the San Bruno Mountains. The diversity of
colors and textures of their leaves and berries intrigue my inner soul.
There is one spot on the Bog Trail where poison oak interacts with
coyote bush, coffee berry and lizard tail. This year an inflorescence of
lizard tail decided to become the star of the show as it stretched above

Golden Gate Audubon Society
Saturdays 10 am-noon
Sept. 12 Herons Head Park
Sept. 19 Golden Gate Park, Buffalo (Bison) Paddock
Sept. 26 Golden Gate Park, North Lake
All require an RSVP. For more information see
https://goldengateaudubon.org/volunteer/

HABITAT RESTORATION
The Yerba Buena Chapter has suspended our regularly scheduled habitat
restoration projects while we shelter-in-place. The following are
habitat restoration projects of other organizations that are resuming:
New San Mateo Conservation Stewardship Opportunities
San Mateo County Parks Department is working with CNPS Yerba
Buena to assess and develop vegetative monitoring and stewardship
programs in the parks. Our core team currently working in San Mateo
county is looking for chapter members interested in broadening their
conservation experience to join in. Each volunteer will work with our
team to design her or his own stewardship program, selecting the park
and the particular focus, native plants, plant communities, invasives,
or all three. Effective socially distanced field training will be included.
For more information please contact Sean Correa, SMCP
Natural Resource Specialist, at scorrea@smcgov.org

Danthonia californica
California oat grass
by Kristin Jakob

Mount Sutro with Sutro Stewards
Wednesdays 10:30-12:30pm for at risk populations (those over the
age of 60 or with underlying health conditions)
Thursdays 9:30-11:30am open to anyone
Sutro Stewards is requiring everyone to RSVP through their website
at sutrostewards.org/events so they can keep group size limited.
Participants can find more info at sutrostewards.org/voluteer. Mask
required and please bring your own gardening gloves. Questions?
Contact Kelly Dodge: kelly@sutrostewards.org

CHAPTER NEWS (continued)
them into commodities. The idea is to make them so commonplace,
poachers won't want them. Simply join or donate and you can pick
up a 4" pot with a Dudleya in Potrero Hill or the Western Addition,
while supplies last. Want to give this story a happy ending? Email us
at yerba.buena.cnps.chapter@gmail.com.
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JOIN THE CALIFORNIA NATIVE PLANT SOCIETY
Learn to understand Californias unique flora and help to
preserve this rich heritage for future generations.
a
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Members receive many benefits, including a free subscription to
the journals Fremontia and Flora, and the Yerba Buena News. For
more information or to join, please visit
www.cnps.org/membership.
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____Yes, Id like to join.
Affiliation: Yerba Buena Chapter
Membership Category
____ $2,500 Benefactor
____ $1,000 Patron
____ $ 500 Supporter
____ $ 120 Plant Lover
____ $ 50 Individual
____ $ 25 Fixed Income/Student
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DEADLINES FOR DECEMBER NEWSLETTER
Articles & general copy  October 25
Time-dependent material  November 5
Late-breaking news  By arrangement
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